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Nagarhole is a small town famous for its wildlife scantury which is popular in Tamil Nadu.  The place
has been declared as a National Park in 1983 and named as the Rajiv Gandhi National Park. The
lush forests of Nagarhole national park, 90km from Mysore in the southwest Indian state of
Karnataka, make a glorious base for wilderness retreat. The place is home to variety of wildlife
including tiger, leopard and wild dog, sambar and the Indian bison. Inspired by the dwelling of the
Kuruba tribe, Orange county Kabini, surrounded on three sides by the Kabini River, is built in an
authentic village style.

On your visit to Nagarhole tourists can enjoy a pleasant stay in the jungles for relaxing and exploring
the dense woods. The Nagarhole resorts promises to offer luxury in the wilds. These resorts
generally offer accommodation features with a mix an adobe style cottages and lake facing lagoon
suites. Each spacious cottage and suite has a living room and an air conditions bed room tastefully
decorated using renewable resources like cane, weeds and banana fiber. Nagarhole resorts offer
comfort and hospitality that is par with the best, the world over. These resorts are open throughout
the year and welcome you with smiles on their faces. They will make you feel right at home, so that
you can conveniently relax in the most of jungles. The kitchens are also fully equipped and will
satisfy all your culinary needs, all the cottages are also bestowed with cozy fire places.

The ideal location of the hotel makes it more common among the visitors. If you are planning to host
a special event or meeting then these resorts offers flexible meeting and event space. Our onsite
catering and event planning services are here to assist you every step of the way planning and
executing the perfect event. The dedicated staff is at your service 24 hours a day and is deeply
committed to achieve your satisfaction by providing you best accommodation and staff.

So if you are in Nagarhole and want a perfect accommodation than Nagarhole resorts will offer you
with the best hospitality in the town. These resorts along with lavish accommodation offer competent
staff for assisting guests and take proper care of their requirement. The visitors are accorded with
affectionate and personalized check of the well mannered staff which signifies the hotelâ€™s hospitality.
So get ready to explore this beautiful palace this vacation.
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